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China National Textile and Apparel Council

China National Textile and Apparel Council, abbreviated as CNTAC, is the national Federation of all textile-related industries, with the following-listed textile industrial associations and the other economic entities as the registered members, and is a non-profit organization formed on a voluntary basis.

The mission of CNTAC is to abide by the constitution, laws and regulations; adhere to the scientific outlook on development; insist on taking a new road to industrialization; improve the self-regulation system of the industry; protect the rights and interests of members and enterprises; carry out the national industrial policies and the functions authorized and entrusted by the government; actively guide the development of the industry, serve its members, enterprises, the industry and government; and promote the sound development of China's textile and apparel industry.

Main Tasks of CNTAC:
• Study and research the status quo and the development trend of the domestic and international textile industries.
• Participate in and/or provide consulting services in aspects of development strategy, technological progress, and legislation.
• Work out the guidelines and rules to supervise the performance of the industry, set up and improve the self-regulation working system and protect the interest of the industry.
• Carry out industrial development strategies plans and industrial policies to adjust the industrial structure, technological progress, branding, market expansion etc.
• Coordinate the economic and technical relations between various sectors of the textile industry to promote the industrial rationalization and re-consolidation, and strengthen the industrial value-chain integration and cooperation.
• Collect, analyze and issue industrial information, conduct relevant surveys and develop e-commerce into activities.
• Carry out the international technical and economic cooperation and interchanges.
• Participate in formulating the medium and long-term scientific and technological development strategy, work out and amend the industrial standards, and organize the relevant resources to implement these standards.
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• Carry out various introduction and promotion activities in terms of trade, science and technology, investment, human resources and management for the textile industry.
• Edit and print out textile publications.
• Organize professional training programmers.
• Promote public undertakings of the textile industry.
• Undertake tasks entrusted by the government

CNTAC focuses its services on such 12 sectors as cotton, wool, silk, leaf-fiber, knitting, yarn-dyed weaving, dyeing-printing-finishing, home-textile, non-wovens and industrial textile, apparel, chemical fiber, and textile machinery, and encourages the member associations to carry out their own work independently in accordance with the respective rules and regulations. CNTAC also coordinates on a team-work basis the relevant services among the member associations to organize a specialized professional team to serve the entire industry.

In the principle of streamlined staff, orderly process and efficiency, CNTAC is composed of 10 department: General office, Personnel Department, Finance Department, Foreign Affairs Office (also Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macao Affairs Office), Industry Consulting Department, Marketing Department, Science & Technology Department, Information & Statistics Department, Planning Department, CNTAC Shanghai Office.

The Sub-Council of Textile Industry, CCPIT

The Sub-Council of Textile Industry, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT TEX) was founded in 1988, using the name “Textile Industry Chamber of Commerce, China Chamber of International Commerce” and “International Trade Promotion Center of Textile and Garment Industry” at the same time. CCPIT TEX is under the leadership of China National Textile & Apparel Council (CNTAC) and China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT). After its establishment, CCPIT TEX is devoted to the promotion of trade contact and economic cooperation in textile and garment industry and enterprise. CCPIT TEX is doing all the best for the continuous development of the textile industry.

The prime tasks of CCPIT TEX:
1. Organizing textile and garment exhibitions and trade fairs both at home and abroad.
2. Organizing activities on international trade and professional programs in textile circle.
3. Contacting international textile, garment and trade circle; inviting and hosting foreign technical personnel and trade delegations of textile and garment circle to China for international cooperation.
4. Organizing domestic delegation of international trade and technicians to abroad for business and extending international market, enlarging export and investment to overseas.
5. Collecting and researching trade and investment information; providing information, consultation and legal service on trade and economic cooperation to domestic and foreign enterprises and organizations.
6. Handling various matters relating to the promotion of foreign trade, economic and technology cooperation.
China Cotton Textile Association

China Cotton Textile Association (CCTA), approved by the Ministry of Civil Affairs of People's Republic of China, has registered as a nationwide corporative organization. Founded in 1985, CCTA gathers around 700 members, including large cotton yarn and fabric, yarn-dyed fabric (including denim) enterprises, public institutions and social groups. The industry output value of its corporate member's accounts for more than 60% of the total output value of China's cotton textile industry.

CCTA aims to: adhere to the Constitution, laws and regulations, implement the policies of the State, comply with the social morality, establish the scientific outlook on development, regulate the industry, protect the legitimate rights and interests of its members, and offer suggestions for the government policies.

The main task of CCTA is to serve as a bridge between the members and government, transfer the government's instructions, and report requests of the members, protect their rights according to the policies and laws, and provide the members various services. Our Scope of services is:

1. To investigate and analyze the basic situation of cotton textile industry. To assist the government in setting the policies about technology improvement, making economic & development plans, standards and regulations, and facilitate the implementation with following-up work and fast feedback.
2. To provide consulting services, exchange information, make publications, build the website platform, inform the members with the latest technology & economy situation, guide the production and business of the members, and strengthen the ties of different parts of the industry chain.
3. To provide consulting services to the enterprises; organize professional activities to improve their management level; hold symposiums on new technology and exchanges of management experiences; carry out training programs.
4. To keep close contact with related foreign organizations; deepen cooperation and exchanges in various aspects; assist the members to expand business in exports, use of foreign capital, equipment imports, etc.
5. To set up regulations and rules of the industry; establish a self-discipline system; promote CSR (corporate social responsibility) and green development; encourage energy conservation and emission reduction, etc.
6. To organize programs for public good and other activities conducive to the development of the industry.
7. To work out the tasks entrusted by the government, social institutions and corporate members.
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Nantong Double Great Textile Co., Ltd.

Nantong Double Great Textile Co., Ltd. is a technical yarn company, which is working on spinning, yarn, and trade, and there are 150,000 spindles and 1,200 staff in our company. Since we were founded forty years ago, we have been concentrating on specialization, variation, customization, and excellence. And that's why we can keep profiting for forty years.

Our products include various kinds of Cotton, Polyester, Viscose, Acrylic, Nylon, Tencel, 100% pure modal, blended yarn, Coolmax, Yilon, Graphene Nylon, Biological fiber and so on. Ring Spinning, Siro Spinning, Compact Spinning, Compact and Siro Spinning are four functional yarn we can offer. The quality of our yarn is industry-leading which can up to 5%-25% of the USTER level.

For our strict management, excellent yarn, and considerate service, we have more than 4,000 clients. And the yarn from our company are the first choice for the international fashion brand like LV, H&M and Uniqlo. The advanced combing machine, spinning frame, and automatic winder introduced from Switzerland, Germany and Italy with domestic leading blow-carding system have improved the level of our production line up to domestic head. We also introduced full set of USTER checkout equipment, test facility and pass the USTER certificate of quality system.

Our company is China National high-tech enterprise. We set up "Double Great Textile Research Institute", the Center of New Fiber Engineering and Technological Research and the Center of Enterprise Technology for provincial level. We have got 34 China National invention patents and undertook 4 China National Torch Plans, 5 Spark Programs and exploited more than 80 new products up to provincial level. We also host draft of China National Standard, 6 industrial standards and 3 Customs processing trade single consumption standards.

Double Great took the lead in passing certification of quality, environment, occupational health, and safety, measurement management systems within the sector. We have the honor to get the 'China famous brand', 'China best knitting supplier', 'China Best Textile Influence Brand', 'Annual partner of China fiber fashion tendency', 'China National high-integrity enterprise', 'China friendly labor relations enterprise' and so on awards. We are the basement of China blended yarn and the top 20 of China spun yarn.

Double Great attach importance to the worth of each yarn, and we believe 'Life have infinite possibilities, and Double Great can be too'. We also persist the value of 'bring our character and moral in yarn' and carry forward the spirit of 'integrity, harmony, innovation, excellent' to push our development of economic.

The total amount of cotton used per year is 8000 tons. The amount of US cotton used per year is about 2000 tons.
Shandong Hongcheng Group Co., Ltd.

Shandong Hongcheng Group Co., Ltd. founded in 1977, which the subsidiary company including Shandong Hongcheng Hometex Co., Ltd. and Shandong Hongcheng Real Estate Co., Ltd. is a large comprehensive home textile enterprise integrating spinning, weaving and sewing bedclothes, developing products and marketing and real estate developing. Up to now, it possesses 1.2 billion yuan of assets, 3,000 employees, 200,000 ring spinning, 800 imported super wide jet looms (84 electronic jacquard air jet looms and 300 doby air jet looms), 23 imported package dying machines, 300 sewing machines. It produces 15,000 tons of cotton yarn, 40 million meters of yarn-dyed fabric and 3 million sets of bedclothes annually. It turns out 1.2 billion yuan of sales revenue and 100 million yuan of profit-tax and earns 100 million dollars through export. The Group has been awarded such honorary titles as "Outstanding Enterprise in the National Textile Industry in Terms of Materials and Ideological Progress", "National Quality and Returns-oriented Enterprise in the Textile Industry", "Leading Harmonious Enterprise in China Textile Industry", "China Top 500 Textile and Clothes Enterprises", "China Top 100 Tax-paying Textile Enterprises", "eleven five Shandong textile enterprise outstanding development award". Its Beiyang high-count and high-density pure cotton grey cloth, and Hongcheng Yijia yarn dyed fabric and bedclothes have got a good reputation as "Shandong Famous Brand". "Hongcheng Yijia" brand was awarded the honourable title of "60 years of New China hundreds leading brands of Shandong". The Group has been one of the top 100 textile enterprises in China in terms of foreign exchange earned through export and economical benefits, and the technical centre was identified the "Provincial Technical Centre" and passed the authentication of ISO9001 quality management system and ISO14001 environmental management system by China Quality Certification Center. It was listed in Singapore Exchange Securities on August 8, 2007.

The Group has become a production base for home textiles, such as top-grade bedclothes, cotton and silk floss high-count and high-density super wide satin fabric, doby jacquard fabric and top-grade yarn-dyed fabric. Its products are exported overseas to more than 10 countries and regions such as America, EU Countries, Australia, Japan, Southeast Asia and Middle East countries.

The total amount of cotton used per year is 12000 tons.
The amount of US cotton used per year is 1500 tons.
Hubei Xiaomian Industry Group Co., Ltd.

Hubei Xiaomian Industry Group Co., Ltd. enjoys the right to import and export with the registered trademark "Fairy match". The company owns advanced equipment made in Germany and Italy, such as automatic cone winder and Air Spin Machines. The ring spindles are spun 600 thousands and spin 40 in air current, with the production ability of 120000 tons yarn, 20 million meters grey cloth, 3 million suits and 2 million towels per year. The main products are 10s-80s common yarn and superior ones without knot, the plain weaved cloth, twilled grey cloth, and the medium-to-high grade suits, towels and superior cloth 8 million yarn per year, which are in great demand in more than 20 countries and regions. The amount value of Sales are 3600 million yuan. Now company is one of the 100 stronger business is Hubei Province is one of the 30 stronger textiles industry in China.

The main products are 10s-80s common yarn and superior ones without knot, the plain weaved cloth, twilled grey cloth, and the medium-to-high grade suits, towels and superior cloth 8 million yarn per year, which are in great demand in more than 20 countries and regions. The amount value of Sales are 3600 million yuan.

Now company is one of the 100 stronger business is Hubei Province is one of the 30 stronger textiles industry in China.

The total amount of cotton used per year is 70000 tons.
The amount of US cotton used per year is 3000 tons.
Weishi Textile Co., Ltd.

Weishi Textile Co., Ltd. was founded in 1988, and was converted into a limited liability company in 1999. It is located in No. 63, east of people's road in Weishi County, Henan Province, and No. 8 of Fuxing Road, Weishi County, Henan province. The fixed assets are 230 million yuan, the registered capital is 7 million 460 thousand yuan, and the total assets are 750 million yuan. Mainly engaged in cotton yarn textile, sale, operation of the enterprise's own products and related technology import and export business. In recent years, the company has carried out continuous exploration and development in improving the product grade, extending the industrial chain and expanding the scale of the enterprise. The company has 200 thousand spindles and 3000 airflow spinning. For many years, the company has persisted in serving the various ethnic groups and undertook the production of the special needs of ethnic minorities and the production of national special needs. Various kinds of flower lines of all kinds of goods. A solid raw material supply base was established in Xinjiang, with two cotton processing plants, and a "company + base + farmer" business model. It is the leading enterprise of intellectual property in Kaifeng, the key enterprise of Henan textile industry, the key leading enterprise of agricultural industrialization Province, and the designated production enterprise of the national special demand commodity. In August 2011, it was awarded the executive chairman of the Henan Textile Association, the governing unit of the China Cotton Textile Industry Association and the top 100 competitive enterprises in the cotton textile industry.

The company mainly produces yarn and yarn of pure cotton and blended yarn, and has the capacity of producing 20 thousand tons of yarn per year, including 2400 tons of all kinds of colored yarn. The output value is 210 million yuan. It mainly supplies ethnic minority areas such as Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia. Now there are 1260 employees, of whom 132 are minority employees, 219 are senior technical personnel, 426 are junior technical personnel, and 69 are middle-level management cadres. The company's equipment structure is advanced and reasonable, more than 70% of the key textile equipment are imported from developed countries such as Germany, Italy, Switzerland and other countries, with advanced international level.

The total amount of cotton used per year is 20000 tons.
The amount of US cotton used per year is 1500 tons.
Wugang Yutai Textile Co., Ltd.

Wugang Yutai Textile Co., Ltd. was founded on February 15, 2011, is a cotton yarn production, sales as one of the medium-sized private enterprises. "civilized and honest Enterprises in Henan Province", "key leading Enterprises in Agricultural industrialization in Pingdingshan City", "member Units of China Cotton Textile Industry Association", "Vice Chairman Units of Henan Textile Industry Association". The company is located in the east section of Wugang Construction Road, the location is superior, the traffic is convenient. High-grade combed cotton compact spinning products, the existing production scale of 100000 gauze, 520 employees.

Through the implementation of the brand strategy, the "Xiang Yue" brand has gradually established a good reputation with excellent quality. The quality level of the product has reached the level of "Uster 2013 communique 50%", which belongs to the advanced level in China, with the rate of top quality products reaching 100%, and the production and marketing rate 100%. In order to improve the market competitiveness, the company will give full play to its technological advantages, speed up the adjustment of its product structure, work hard to develop new products of high grade and high added value, and invest a large amount of money to introduce the German Tritzler Company. Italy Sabio and Germany, and other companies to produce the world-class advanced production equipment.

At present, the company mainly produces high-grade combed cotton MJC40 S, MJC60s, MJC80s compact spinning.

In 2012, the "Pingdingshan Enterprise Technology Center" was set up to invest nearly ten million dollars to introduce the world's first original experimental instruments: AFISPR02 and HVI1000, etc., produced by Switzerland's Uster Company, to make the quality supervision of raw cotton and semi-finished products more effective. More stable, establish the enterprise product quality further stable improvement. In the same year, Pingdingshan Science and Technology Bureau approved the establishment of "Pingdingshan High-grade combed Cotton Yarn Engineering Technology Research Center" (Pingke (2012) No. 50). 2012 school and enterprise cooperation project "High-grade combed pure cotton 100 tight spinning project" successful batch production.

Supported by municipal enterprise technology center and high grade carded cotton yarn engineering technology research center, the company has invested in the establishment of a regional industry testing service platform - Wugang cotton textile industry quality inspection center. The new constant temperature and humidity test room, physical test room, grade evaluation room, fiber analysis room. Including HVI1000 large capacity fiber tester, single fiber tester, Y331A1 twist tester, strip evenness test analyzer and other international advanced textile testing equipment (sets).

After several years of high starting point, high speed and healthy development, Yutai Textile has developed into a modern enterprise with advanced equipment, exquisite technology and scientific management.

The total amount of cotton used per year is 13033 tons.
The amount of US cotton used per year is 2800 tons.
Henan Pingmian Textile Group Co., Ltd.

Henan Pingmian Textile Group Co., Ltd., located in Pingdingshan, Henan province, is an important economic pillar enterprises of Pingdingshan. Pingmian Textile Group is based on the original Pingdingshan Cotton Textile Factory. It produces 18000 tons of various kinds of yarn, 50 million meters greige cloth, 2000 tons of knitted fabric, 3 million pieces of all kinds of knitwear products every year. Its products directly sale to the international market and earn 80 million yuan foreign exchange every year.

In order to speed up the development, the group establishes the center management thinking as "Variety, Quality and Efficiency", follows the market closely, intensifies the adjustment of product structure and development of new product. The production of cotton yarn is mainly based on special yarn such as covering yarn, nicked yarn, stretch yarn. The production of greige cloth is mainly based on high value-added product and high technology content of products like elastic fabric, casual fabric, slubbed fabric. The company researched and developed damask oriented casual fabric, elastic covering yarn oriented elastic fabric and nicked yarn oriented slubbed fabric with the advantage of special yarn production. The company stands firmly in the domestic garment materials market with fierce competition.

The company has consistently adhered to "Quality First, Customer First, Integrity-based" business policy. Our product quality standard strides to the advanced international standards, meeting the high quality demand of international trade market well. Enterprises regards quality as life of enterprise, normalizes the product quality strictly and meticulously, has won the trust of customers, and receives good reputation from numerous domestic and foreign customers and merchants. The products are sell well in southeast coastal market such as Guangdong province, Fujian province, Jiangsu province and Zhejiang province, Northeast market and exported to Southeast Asia, Europe, the United States and other international markets.

According to the requirements of the municipal government in 2015, the company successful retreated city into a garden, built 150000 square meters workshop in Baofeng Industrial Park, install home and abroad advanced spinning equipment, implement combed yarn 100% with no volume, no joint installation, installed international advanced air-jet loom and realized the product shuttleless rate 100%.

The company annually outputs 28800 tons of high-grade high quality cotton yarn, 6580 tons of rotor spinning, 90.7 million meters of kinds of high-grade fabrics, 14 million meters of jacquard upholstery fabric, 10 million of knitted garments after the completion of the project. By expanding market scale and influence constantly, the company annual sales revenue is over 1.25 billion yuan. The annual profit is 69 million yuan. Profit tax is 144 million yuan.

The company has made high-grade fabric industry bigger and stronger, and made the company become important leisure fabrics production base over the province and the state, ascended the national top one hundred textile enterprise.

The total amount of cotton used per year is 10000 tons. The amount of US cotton used per year is 1400 tons.
zhaosha.com

zhaosha.com is a leading textiles trading ecommerce website, established by Dong XU in 2015.

Till July, 2018, zhaosha.com has 52,300+ registered users, with an average of 3,000 daily active users. Every day, there are more than 300 cotton yarn spinning mills post their cotton yarns on sale, 150 inquiries from fabric producers, 400 views for each inquiry, and 30 quoted prices for each inquiry. zhaosha.com has 5 branch stores with 60+ experts helping people trading cotton yarns.

zhaosha.com has an independent owned warehouse of about 12 acres, with a self-owned cotton yarns inventory of 12,000 tons.

The Demanding-Index from zhaosha.com is a very popular index in the cotton and cotton yarn industry, indicating the trends in the market.
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China Cotton Textile Association

China Cotton Textile Association (CCTA), approved by the Ministry of Civil Affairs of People's Republic of China, has registered as a nation-wide corporative organization. Founded in 1985, CCTA gathers around 700 members, including large cotton yarn and fabric, yarn-dyed fabric (including denim) enterprises, public institutions and social groups. The industry output value of its corporate member's accounts for more than 60% of the total output value of China's cotton textile industry.

CCTA aims to: adhere to the Constitution, laws and regulations, implement the policies of the State, comply with the social morality, establish the scientific outlook on development, regulate the industry, protect the legitimate rights and interests of its members, and offer suggestions for the government policies.

The main task of CCTA is to serve as a bridge between the members and government, transfer the government's instructions, and report requests of the members, protect their rights according to the policies and laws, and provide the members various services. Our Scope of services is:

1. To investigate and analyze the basic situation of cotton textile industry. To assist the government in setting the policies about technology improvement, making economic & development plans, standards and regulations, and facilitate the implementation with following-up work and fast feedback.

2. To provide consulting services, exchange information, make publications, build the website platform, inform the members with the latest technology & economy situation, guide the production and business of the members, and strengthen the ties of different parts of the industry chain.

3. To provide consulting services to the enterprises; organize professional activities to improve their management level; hold symposiums on new technology and exchanges of management experiences; carry out training programs.

4. To keep close contact with related foreign organizations; deepen cooperation and exchanges in various aspects; assist the members to expand business in exports, use of foreign capital, equipment imports, etc.

5. To set up regulations and rules of the industry; establish a self-discipline system; promote CSR (corporate social responsibility) and green development; encourage energy conservation and emission reduction, etc.

6. To organize programs for public good and other activities conducive to the development of the industry.

7. To work out the tasks entrusted by the government, social institutions and corporate members.
The Sub-Council of Textile Industry, CCPIT

The Sub-Council of Textile Industry, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT TEX) was founded in 1988, using the name “Textile Industry Chamber of Commerce, China Chamber of International Commerce” and “International Trade Promotion Center of Textile and Garment Industry” at the same time. CCPIT TEX is under the leadership of China National Textile & Apparel Council (CNTAC) and China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT). After its establishment, CCPIT TEX is devoted to the promotion of trade contact and economic cooperation in textile and garment industry and enterprise. CCPIT TEX is doing all the best for the continuous development of the textile industry.

The prime tasks of CCPIT TEX:

1. Organizing textile and garment exhibitions and trade fairs both at home and abroad.
2. Organizing activities on international trade and professional programs in textile circle.
3. Contacting international textile, garment and trade circle; inviting and hosting foreign technical personnel and trade delegations of textile and garment circle to China for international cooperation.
4. Organizing domestic delegation of international trade and technicians to abroad for business and extending international market, enlarging export and investment to overseas.
5. Collecting and researching trade and investment information; providing information, consultation and legal service on trade and economic cooperation to domestic and foreign enterprises and organizations.
6. Handling various matters relating to the promotion of foreign trade, economic and technology cooperation.